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Outline
 Spatial degree of freedom for higher bandwidth
 Prior methods for exciting LP01 modes
 Proposed way: Reflectivity-modulated HCG VCSELs
 Results and discussion
 Summary
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Using spatial degree of freedom
 Space division multiplexing
Morioka et al., IEEE ComMag S31 (Feb 2012)
 Mode division multiplexing
Sakaguchi et al., OFC, PDPB6 (2011)
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Randel et al., Opt Express 19, 16697 (2011)
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Exciting LP11 modes
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Modulation of phase profile
Engineering phase profile while keeping reflectivity profile constant.
Local phase and reflectivity is determined by local grating parameters. 
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Fattal et al, Nat Photon 4, 466 (2011)
Carletti et al., Opt Express 19, 23570 (2012). 
Lu et al, 4, 466, Nat Photon (2011)
Modulation of reflectivity profile
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Proposed way
ø x(x)
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Selective pumping + k-selection
 Strongly enhanced single-mode strength
 115% (TJ) + 65% (HCG) = 215% (HCG TJ)
Th  HCG i  i  h l  th  th  ti l d   e reg on s muc arger an e op ca mo es.
 Selective pumping + inherent HCG mode selection brings synergy.
dBair gap
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S=77%
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• Shaping reflectivity profile of a HCG VCSEL enables to selectively 
emit LP01 modes
• Moderate single mode operation for LP01 modes
• Very strong single-mode operation for LP11 modes
P ibilit  f bi i  b  tilti• oss y o com n ng eam ng
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